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“At the core of the dry and purposeful language of Library
Science and the Rules of Archival Practice is an Orwellian
impulse that serves as a lens through which to consider what
Hanna Arendt famously called “the banality of evil.”
Documents and information can, have been, and continue to be
manipulated to tell or erase events that occurred or are
occurring.”

The Perfect Archive Reading / Performance
Characters:
The Archivist
The Censor
Reader #1
Reader #2
Reader #3
Reader #4
Reader #5
Reader #6
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Reader #1 goes to the centre of the room and yells:
J’accuse!
J’accuse!!
Paul Lisson is hereby accused of writing a book!
This book!!!
[Reader #1 holds the book up for the audience to see and then rips the cover
off and throws it on the ground.]
Reader #1:
Do…..
[rips pages out and throws them on the ground]
Not…..
[rips pages out and throws them on the ground]
Read This Book!!
[Reader #1 stomps on the pages on the floor and then starts walking around
the room muttering lines from the damaged book.]
[THE ARCHIVIST begins typing and the other Secret Readers walk
individually around the room and/or across the room, reciting their page
over and over. It should be a cacophony of voices and disjointed movement.]
THE ARCHIVIST stops typing and calls out the number TWO.
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All of the Secret Readers stop dead in their tracks and stop speaking.

Reader #2 reads their poem to the room:
There is always a before, and before that a reminder.
Before the seeing there is NOTHING. Where there
was NOTHING, there is now a reminder.
Creation resembles its antithesis.
Destruction is ruin, not a seed.
If you want to know how things really work, watch closely as you’re tearing
them apart.
The Censor marches up to Reader #2, takes their sheet of paper, and tears it
in half.
THE ARCHIVIST starts typing.
The Secret Readers return to walking individually around the room and/or
across the room, reciting their page over and over. Reader #2 walks around
the room but does not say anything. Reader #2's voice was stolen when The
Censor tore their sheet of paper in half.
THE ARCHIVIST stops typing and calls out the number THREE.
All of the Secret Readers stop dead in their tracks and stop speaking.

Reader #3 reads their poem to the room:
teeth unrecognized as such still reveal bone
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The Censor marches up to Reader #3, takes their sheet of paper, and tears it
in half.
THE ARCHIVIST starts typing.
The Secret Readers return to walking individually around the room and/or
across the room, reciting their page over and over. Reader #2 and #3 walk
around the room but do not say anything.

THE ARCHIVIST stops typing and calls out the number FOUR.
All of the Secret Readers stop dead in their tracks and stop speaking.

Reader #4 reads their poem to the room:
The Covert Flesh
The meat speaks, from the back of the store. Speaks a, rudimentary lingua
franca. Listen to the meat speaking.
Ill–formed, syllables, spilling like pools of milky truth,
sold for the price of old lies.
From the very back of the store, the germs of germination discuss the state
of the nation and remember flesh corrupting.
The Censor marches up to Reader #4, takes their sheet of paper, and tears it
in half.
THE ARCHIVIST starts typing.
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The Secret Readers return to walking individually around the room and/or
across the room, reciting their page over and over. Reader #2 and #3 and #4
walk around the room but do not say anything.
THE ARCHIVIST stops typing and calls out the number FIVE.
All of the Secret Readers stop dead in their tracks and stop speaking.

Reader #5 reads their poem to the room:
The Perfect Archive
Documents. Stamped, embossed, and inert.
Possessing passive ability. Authority. Evidence.
Threatening memory. Records do not participate.
They take no part. They take no side. Inert.
Guilt is a by-product. Guilt is not evidence.
A document possesses passive authority.
Memory obscures participation. Memory imitates inertia.
Memory is collective. Redemption’s ash spread from the oven.
The Censor marches up to Reader #5, BUT Reader #5 tears their own sheet
of paper in half.
THE ARCHIVIST starts typing.
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The Secret Readers return to walking individually around the room and/or
across the room. Reader #2 and #3 and #4 and #5 walk around the room but
do not say anything.
THE ARCHIVIST stops typing.
All of the Secret Readers stop dead in their tracks and stop speaking.

THE ARCHIVIST stands and reads:
Instruments de Recherche
The relationship of data.
The relationship between entities.
What was created was received.
That which was received was created.
The substance of text, of data.
The true substance of numerals, images, data.
The heart beats seventy-two times per minute.
The heart held in your hand.

THE ARCHIVIST goes to the centre of the room and the Secret Readers
take one step towards him.
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THE ARCHIVIST reads:
Soldat
He walks the way tombstones walk
Enters the room slow as mud
And the message is there immediately
Run
Get out
It is a message written in ice
That flows with purpose through your body
To that reptile part of your brain
That is always anticipating
Get out
Run
The diminishment of distance
An approach so profound
Is he closer?
Is he in fact any closer?

Reader #2 goes to the centre of the room and stands beside THE
ARCHIVIST. The other Secret Readers take one step towards them.
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Reader #2 reads:
They Do Not Know How To Laugh
An inevitable cage. Witnesses.
Life unworthy of life. Experts.
Here is only the place of records.
Others determined what was written.

Reader #6 goes to the centre of the room and stands beside THE
ARCHIVIST and Reader #2. The other Secret Readers take one step
towards them.

Reader #6 reads:
Big Black Car
Children playing see-saw at the
cemetery
Where flowers like so many flies
buzzing
And holy icons like Piñatas
dangling
From the mirror of each car
passing.
Children balancing wooden boards across
tombstones
At my father’s father’s father’s
funeral
They threw the same dirt
FINISHED – End of the Reading
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